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 gravity parameters together with 
station coordinates, ERP, geocenter 
and range biases
 combination at the normal equation 
level
Details in Sośnica et al:
Time varying gravity from SLR, 
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… allows to handle small numbers of sample (filter warm-up issue).











… is possible due to the longer time series (11 years)
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Bandpass filtering





+ mean annual signal
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Mass change rates in [Gt/yr] of areas with the strongest signals
Region hlSST-onlya hlSST + SLR GRACE 
CSRa
Greenland -252  10 -12% -267  12 -6% -285  10
Greenland ext.b -275  12 -13% -294  12 -7% -316  10
Canadian Shield 152  10 -12% 158  06 -8% 172  06
West Antarctica -127  10 -10% -119  10 -15% -140  10
East Antarctica 103  10 0% 104  10 1% 104  06
a C20 replaced by values from SLR.
b including Iceland, Svalbard, and the Canadian Arcitc archipelago
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Mass change as a hydrological observable
26
Balance
ETa = Evapotranspiration (MODIS)
P = Precipitation (GPCC)
R = Runoff (GRDC)
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GRACE hlSST & SLR
Hydro-meteorological validation: ·Q - R
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HOW GOOD ARE WE THEN?
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What can be done:
• Spatial resolution for the temporally filtered and spatially 
unfiltered signal is between 1000 to 2000 km 
– … can be improved by spatial filtering – e.g. Gaussian 750km
• Mass trend and annual signals are approximately 5-15% 
underestimated.
• Hydrological signal is similarly underestimated in wet 
areas. In arid areas the signal is overestimated (SNR!)
• HlSST-only and hlSST+SLR are able to resolve the 
double peak of the GIA signal in North America. The 
smaller Fennoscandia is still overestimated.
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• The methodology is a post-processing method.
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• The methodology is a post-processing method.
• It benefits from the estimation of the mean 
signals  the longer the time series the better.
• Filtering process smears out episodic events.
• Approach depends 1:1 on the precision of GNSS 
and SLR observations  spatial resolution 
remains limited
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… but the time series can be continued as 
satellite data will be available throughout the 
time to GRACE Follow-On
GRACE data availability













hlSST + SLR data availability
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
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THANK YOU
http://geosat.uni.lu 
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